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The results

1

These weighty but food-friendly whites are inexpensive and offer an exciting mix of
Rhône varieties - what's not to love, asked our cheerful panel. Amy Wislocki reports
WE'RE IN AN area where the focus is most definitely red.
1 'These wines have been renowned
But overlook the whites of the southern Rhône and you
will be missing out on a great source of good-value wine for generations as great food wines;
styles, cautioned our tasters, who were impressed by
these had thatfat, g01cerol quaUty
the quality and excitement on offer.
Simon Field MW confessed that he arrived for the
but were in balance' Simon Field MW
tasting with some trepidation. 'I think the reputation of
white Rhône is of overripe, oxidised, coarse, poorly
looking at 60% Grenache, but the whites are far more
made wines - we had none of that today,' he said. 'These varied,' added Field. Richet agreed that it was a mixed
wines offer the ABC (Anything But Chardonnay) factor,
bag at this level, but pointed out that most of the wines
with real varietal definition and expression [permitted
were well made.
grapes include Bourboulenc, Clairette, Grenache Blanc,
Ali three tasters preferred the 2016 wines over those
Marsanne, Roussanne and Viognier).
from the hotter 2015 vintage, though Richet felt that the
'Southern Rhône whites have also been renowned for weight of the 2015 whites made them ideal for drinking
generations as great food wines, and the gastronomie
with food. 'But some of the 2015s were already mature
potential was clear today. You want a bit of fat, some
and even beginning to look like they should be drunk
glycerol, but the balance was there - and in most, the
already - a bit flabby and lacking in freshness,' argued
alcohol wasn't overstated.'
Walls. 'The 2016s were more positive in terms of
The clear favourite was Châteauneuf-du-Pape, well
concentration of flavour, freshness and definition.
represented in the top-scoring wines. 'ln the past these
'ln general, it's best to buy the youngest vintage you
wines could be over-extracted and over-concentrated,
can find with these wines,' Walls advised, with Field
heavy and overoaked,' said Matt Walls. 'This wasn't the
adding that fresh vintages like 2016 and 2014 are best.
case at all here. The wines had freshness; the oak was
Other categories singled out for praise included
dialled down and that allowed the energy and vibrancy
Ventoux and Costières de Nîmes ('vibrant, easy drinking
that cornes from the terroir to sing, without being
and not overworked', Richet) and Lirac ('fresh, medium
masked by oak.' Laurent Richet MS agreed: 'These wines bodied with a minerai edge', Walls), with Cairanne a
had freshness, acidity, elevation and great balance.'
particular star. Field described the Cairanne wines as
More care is needed when selecting wines at Côtes
having a chalky salinity and impressive length. Walls
du Rhône blanc level. 'These were very up and down;
revealed that when buying white southern Rhône,
said Walls. 'There was very little consistency of style, or
Cairanne is the appellation he chooses most regularly quality, and this is an appellation where you shouldn't
'You get a bit more fat, weight and richness compared
buy blind. There are so many soils, terroirs, varietal
to Lirac.1 find it consistently good from year to year, and
options and winemaking styles that it's unsurprising.'
the wines are very good value, characterful and
'Yes, if we were lasting red Côtes du Rhône, you'd be
balanced.' Ouite an endorsement.

The scores

96 wines tasted
Bxceptional
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Outsta11ding
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Highly

Recommended

24

Recommended

52

Commcnded

11

Fair

Field Joined award
winning Berry Bros &
Rudd in 1998, having
spent several years
as a chartered
accountant in the City.
ln addition to buying
the Spanish and
fortified ranges, he is
also responsible for Champagne, Languedoc
Roussillon, the Rhône and the Loire. He gained
his Master of Wine qualification in 2002.
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Laurent Richet MS

Richet was born in the
Loire Valley and
attended Saumur's
catering college.
ln 2010 he won the
Gastronomy Team of
the Year competition,
and was awarded the
Laurent-Perrier Grand
Siècle Cup in passing his Master Sommelier
exams. He recently gained the Saké Sommelier
qualification, white working at Restaurant Sat
Bains in Nottingham as head sommelier.
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Entry crlteria: producers
and UK agents were
invited to submit latest
release, UK-available dry,

still southern Rhône AP
whltes, with a maximum of
two wines per producer

The judges
Simon Field MW

1

Wa/1s is an award
winning wine writer,
author and blogger
who regularly
contributes to
Decanter. He also
helps restaurants to
deve/op exceptional
wine lists, Judges in
wine competitions and is editor of The London
Wine Guide iPhone app. He blogs at www.
mattwalls. co.uk and tweets@mattwallswine.
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